HOOPS SHOOT AROUND GUIDELINES

All University Recreation and WC Gymnasium Policies and Procedures must be

- adhered to.
- Play will be first come / first served. All play will be on
- Court 2.
- All participants and staff will always be required to wear masks.
- Everyone is encouraged to bring plastic water bottles and a towel.
- The equipment will be provided by University REcreation.
- Game Officials are not provided – fair play is expected.
- Proper athletic attire must be worn including shirts.
- No more than 4 participants per basket. No offense vs defense
- activity. 30 minute time limit if others are waiting.
- Suggested Activities:
  - Practice Shoot Around
  - HORSE
  - OUT
  - Around the World
- Sportsmanship is expected at all times.
- The WC Center staff has the right to stop any activity that is deemed to be getting out of control.
- Players waiting to play must practice social distancing.